Case Study

Migrating IT Infrastructure to
Azure and Office 365
OVERVIEW
Today, the whole world is facing a little setback due to the pandemic situation. And this has
affected the economy of various countries. As many organizations have started to apply
policy of remote working, still many organizations are not able to stand-up against the crisis
due to unavailability of such IT infrastructure.
Microsoft Azure and Office 365 are such two powerful solutions which has helped many
SMEs to get back on their feet and create a collaborative relation with their peers,
customers, and industry leaders.
An experienced (est 1964) and reputed CA firm based out of Ahmedabad, Gujarat. The firm
is a professional services’ firm offering services across auditing, taxation, international
taxation, valuation, business advisory, management consultancy, among other service lines,
for which it is a thought leader.

Industry
Finance
(Chartered
Accountants)

Client Location
Ahmedabad,
Gujarat

Employees
Over 100
employees

Solution Offered
-

Microsoft Azure VM
Microsoft Azure AD
MFA
SSO
Microsoft 365
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CHALLENGES
Since they are into auditing, taxation
and various other legal businesses, for
them the compliances and data security
are the utmost priority.
The solutions or software they use are
mostly windows based and hosted onpremise hence guaranteeing server
uptime and ISP reliability was a major
concern as their servers are used to file
GST and upload other legal data onto
govt sites on behalf of their clients.
During this global pandemic situation,
the remote work and collaboration
between internal team have become a
bottleneck.
Their management team understood
that remote collaborations cannot be
handled just by phone calls and emails.
So, they needed a different approach

SOLUTION
• Windows Azure Virtual Machines
made it possible to quickly create and
replicate their on-prem environment
• onto cloud in just 24 hours with no
down time.
• M365 (formerly Office 365) become a
game-changer for them. Today their
internal team collaborates better
• using MS Teams, OneDrive for
Business, Planner and other offerings
from M365 suite.
• Azure AD solved their security
compliances. Today, they connect to
all their Microsoft services and Azure
• from their registered devices by
passing through another layer i.e.,
Multi Factor Authentication (MFA)
and use SSO

INTECH DIFFERENCE
With this exercise completed keeping
security as the utmost priority, they now
enjoy much greater flexibility,
collaboration and agility along with the
high availability and optimum
performance assurances they were
seeking.

ABOUT INTECH SYSTEMS
Intech Systems is a boutique IT
services
company
focused
on
providing
world-class
implementation and support services
for Microsoft Business Applications.
Our whole range of services helps
companies
in
their
digital
transformation
by
providing
technology solutions, including –
Microsoft Dynamics 365, Microsoft
Dynamics F&O/AX & BC/NAV,
Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Microsoft
Azure, Power BI, Power Apps and
more. In addition, Intech also offers a
range of complementary business.
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